Instructions for use
Pilling is the little knots formed on most modern fabrics. Pilling is caused by minute threads working through to the surface of the garment and clothing into little knots. Some fabrics are more prone to pilling than others.
The Ont-Piller removes pilling from most fabrics but not all. This is not the fault of the Ont-Piller, but the fabric manufacture. After a garment has been treated, the pilling most likely will return.
The Ont-Piller can also be used to remove cat- and dog-hair from cloths, furniture-textiles or carpets.
 Use:
The Ont-Piller is not a brush, the active surface can be compared with the tongue of a cat. These animals use their tongue, that feels a bit like sandpaper, to clean their fur. The Ont-Piller works at the same way.
Rub a new Ont-Piller, or an Ont-Piller with a new pad, several times over a clean piece of carpet. The working of the pad is than optimal.
Clothes you are treating must be dry. Lay the cloth flat on a surface so that the material cannot slip away. For instance on an ironing board with on it a towel, than your cloth will stay on it’s place.
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Put the Ont-Piller flat on the fabric and place it diagonal at it’s sweep direction. Than you start with going back- and forwards over a very short length. When you feel that the Ont-Piller starts to glide you can make the strokes longer. Don’t use any POWER. With strength it will not work. So: STROKE GENTLY….NO SCRUBBING.
Important: Never go over seams or raised surfaces. Angora knits: because of the long texture of this fabric, work only with a corner of the Ont-Piller over each knot.
New pad:
When your pad is worn, it doesn’t remove your pilling or hair anymore. You replace the pad as follows: Pull the old pad off like a sticker. Clean the sole with methylated spirit before putting on a new pad. Remove the folio from the new pad and put it on with the glue-side. 
The Ont-Piller is only working on dry fabric. Don’t use it on wood, leather etc. Never use it on wet fabrics.
DP International accepts no responsibility for misuse of this product.


